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Large-scale visualization collections



Users have difficulty 
discovering relevant content.

Users often start from scratch  
instead of reusing content.
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1. Content-based recommendations 

2. Representative previews (result snippets)

Agenda
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2. M. Oppermann and T. Munzner: “VizSnippets: Compressing Visualization Bundles Into Representative Previews for Browsing Visualization Collections” [under review] 8



Recommendation systems are increasingly used 
to assist users by surfacing relevant content.
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Visualization workbook recommendations 
based on content features
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Content-based filtering 

Collaborative filtering 

Recommendation systems
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Content-based filtering 
‣ Focus of our work 
‣ Finding relevant items based on their actual content 
‣ Less diverse but more accurate recommendations 
‣ Allows identification of near-duplicate items 

Collaborative filtering

Recommendation systems
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Content-based filtering 

Collaborative filtering 
‣ Recommendations based on user interactions 
‣ Requires no domain knowledge, allows fast computation,  

serendipitous recommendations 
‣ Cold start problem for new items or new users 

Recommendation systems
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Content-based filtering 

Collaborative filtering 

Recommendation systems
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Content-based filtering 

Collaborative filtering 

Recommendation systems
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} Hybrid system



Which content features are most informative 
for comparisons? 

What techniques can we use for comparing 
and ranking viz specifications?
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Text-based similarity measure  
‣ Content-based recommendations 
‣ Facilitate information seeking
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Process

Close collaboration with the Recommender Systems Group at Tableau
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Process

VizCommender 
‣ Extract content from viz 

specifications 
‣ Analysis & feature engineering 
‣ Proof-of-concept interface

Close collaboration with the Recommender Systems Group at Tableau
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Process

VizCommender 
‣ Extract content from viz 

specifications 
‣ Analysis & feature engineering 
‣ Proof-of-concept interface

Comparative 
model analysis

User study: Crowdsourced 
human text similarity 

judgements

Close collaboration with the Recommender Systems Group at Tableau
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VizCommender prototype



Tableau visualization workbook
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Workbook Visualization specification
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Workbook Visualization specification
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Workbook Visualization specification
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City Customer Name Sales Discount ...



Workbook Visualization specification
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Initial experiments

L o r e m i p s u m d o r s i t a m e t , 

consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do 

et dolore magna aliqua. Ut ed dnim 

ad minim veniam, quis nostrud 

exercitation ullamco labori. ocat 

cupidatat non proident, sunt in 

culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim 

id est laborum. 

Extracted text Visual encodings

+



Different data, same encoding
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Different data, same encoding Same data, different visual encodings
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Leaving out visual encodings
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Leaving out visual encodings

For design inspiration and learning 
‣ Need visual style
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Leaving out visual encodings

For design inspiration and learning 
‣ Need visual style 

Our primary task: Information seeking 
‣ Core enterprise task 
‣ Subject matter of a workbook 
‣ Do not need visual style (marks, colors, layout properties, …)
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Data challenges
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Data challenges

Very limited text 
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Data challenges

Very limited text 

Additional challenges: 

‣ Multi-sheet workbooks and nested visualizations 
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Data challenges

Very limited text 

Additional challenges: 

‣ Multi-sheet workbooks and nested visualizations 
‣ Incomplete workbooks 
‣ Multiple versions 
‣ Out-of-vocabulary words 



customer  analysis  sales  profit  discount 
commission  segment  ratio  ranking  count  ship 
performance  target  furniture  office  home 
supplies  city  drilldown  late  early  product 
category forecast order quantity target ...

Extracted text
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customer  analysis  sales  profit  discount 
commission  segment  ratio  ranking  count  ship 
performance  target  furniture  office  home 
supplies  city  drilldown  late  early  product 
category forecast order quantity target ...

0.37546 0.13540 0.01713 0.04225 0.01993 ...

Extracted text

Numeric document representation
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Transform?
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Transform?

Comparisons?



customer  analysis  sales  profit  discount 
commission  segment  ratio  ranking  count  ship 
performance  target  furniture  office  home 
supplies  city  drilldown  late  early  product 
category forecast order quantity target ...

0.37546 0.13540 0.01713 0.04225 0.01993 ...

Transform?

Comparisons?

Recommendations

Extracted text

Numeric document representation
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NLP models

‣ TF-IDF & cosine similarity 

‣ Latent semantic indexing (LSI) & cosine similarity 

‣ Latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) & Jensen-Shannon divergence 

‣ Word embeddings (Doc2Vec, GloVe) & cosine similarity
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Overview

VizCommender 
‣ Extract content from viz 

specifications 
‣ Analysis & feature engineering 
‣ Proof-of-concept interface

Comparative 
model analysis

User study: Crowdsourced 
human text similarity 

judgements
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VizCommender 
‣ Extract content from viz 

specifications 
‣ Analysis & feature engineering 
‣ Proof-of-concept interface

Comparative 
model analysis
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human text similarity 

judgements



Crowdsourced human similarity judgements
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135 Triplets

Alternative 2Alternative 1

Reference

2-alternative forced choice experiment
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75 Participants

Alternative 2Alternative 1

Reference

2-alternative forced choice experiment

135 Triplets
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75 Participants

NLP models

Alternative 2Alternative 1

Reference

2-alternative forced choice experiment

135 Triplets
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Experimental stimulus
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Experimental stimulus
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Agreement scores

LDA TF-IDF GloVe Doc2Vec LSI
TF-IDF    .978
GloVe .978 1

Doc2Vec .912 .889 .889
LSI .935 .956 .956 .848

Human .914 .892 .892 .871 .852
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Agreement scores

LDA TF-IDF GloVe Doc2Vec LSI
TF-IDF    .978
GloVe .978 1

Doc2Vec .912 .889 .889
LSI .935 .956 .956 .848

Human .914 .892 .892 .871 .852

‣ Very good alignment between human similarity judgements  
and off-the-shelf model predictions 

‣ LDA performed slightly better
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News article
Gov. Gavin Newsom declared a state of emergency Tuesday in response to wildfires in California, as the state gave evacuation orders 
and battled the effects of a sweltering heat wave, rolling blackouts and the coronavirus pandemic.
By early Wednesday morning, the state fire authorities had ordered residents to evacuate in parts of Santa Cruz, San Mateo, Napa and 
Sonoma Counties, in Northern California, where thunderstorms brought lightning strikes this week.
The largest fire in the region, called the SCU Lightning Complex, had spread to 35,000 acres in several counties east of San Jose and 
was 4 percent contained. Another fire, called the LNU Lightning Complex fire, was quickly growing north of the Bay Area, with 
32,000 acres burned by about 9:30 Tuesday night.
That fire forced evacuations in parts of Napa and Sonoma, with the authorities warning of an “immediate threat to life” in some places. 
Local news outlets showed structures consumed by flames in Vacaville, about 35 miles southwest of Sacramento, and fire overtaking a 
camera meant to help spot wildfires on Mount Vaca. Photos and videos on social media showed flames lapping at the road and, in the 
hours before dawn, some images showed a glowing red sky, as the fire lit up dense smoke.  
To the south, residents in Oakland and San Francisco could smell smoke as they woke up on Wednesday morning. The authorities 
around Northern California warned of poor air quality in addition to the rising heat …



customer analysis sales profit discount commission segment ratio ranking 
count ship performance target furniture office home supplies city drilldown 
late early product category forecast order quantity ...

Extracted text from viz workbook
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Proof-of-concept implementation
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Interactive  
workbook
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Recommendation panel
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Similarity facets for different user tasks 
‣ Related workbooks 

‣ Similar data 

‣ Similar versions 
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Similarity facets for 
different user tasks 
‣ Related workbooks 

‣ Similar data 

‣ Similar versions 



M. Oppermann, R. Kincaid, and T. Munzner: “VizCommender: Computing Text-Based Similarity in Visualization Repositories for Content-Based Recommendations.” 
IEEE Trans. on Visualization and Computer Graphics (TVCG), 27(2): 495-505, 2021


Summary (VizCommender)

‣ Challenges for content-based  
visualization recommendations 

‣ Design and implementation  
of a proof-of-concept pipeline 

‣ Analysis of applicable NLP techniques 
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Generalizable to other visualization platforms
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Generalizable to other visualization platforms
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…



Compressing visualization bundles 
into representative previews



Dashboard 1

Dashboard 2

Sheet 2

Sheet 1

Visualization bundles 
workbooks, reports, looks, apps, …
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observablehq.com
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Dashboard 1

Dashboard 2

Sheet 2

Sheet 1

Visualization 
snippets

How to compress visualization bundles 
into representative previews?
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Dashboard 1

Dashboard 2

Sheet 2

Sheet 1

Visualization 
snippets

We present a computational pipeline for 
the generation of visualization snippets
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Understanding needs and current practices
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Understanding needs and current practices

Review snippets
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Understanding needs and current practices

Analyze bundlesReview snippets
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Understanding needs and current practices

Analyze bundles Tableau product groupsReview snippets
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Existing snippet designs

Single thumbnail

Only bundle title
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Challenges 
images & text
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Challenges 
images & text
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Assemble and  
lay out snippets

Computational pipeline

Select and rank  
bundle image content

Select and compress  
bundle text content

Extract content  
from collections
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Assemble and  
lay out snippets

Computational pipeline

Extract content  
from collections

Select and rank  
bundle image content

Select and compress  
bundle text content
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Filter empty views
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Filter views that are part of a dashboard
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Filter similar views
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1 2 3

4 5 6

Rank images 
prioritize dashboards and unique chart types
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Image selection and ranking
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Filter empty 
images

Filter similar 
imagesRank images Re-rank images to 

increase diversity
Filter nested 

images



Filter empty 
images

Filter similar 
imagesRank images Re-rank images to 

increase diversity
Filter nested 

images

Image selection and ranking

95

Dominant colour 
clustering (k-means)

Bundle specification Prioritize dashboards,  
colour diversity,  
unique chart types

A) Histogram of colours 
B) Histogram of oriented 

gradients 
C) Structural similarity index 
D) Siamese CNN

Maximal marginal relevance 
(image similarity)



Filter empty 
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Filter similar 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Filter nested 

images

Image selection and ranking
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Dominant colour 
clustering (k-means)

Bundle specification Prioritize dashboards,  
colour diversity,  
unique chart types

A) Histogram of colours 
B) Histogram of oriented 

gradients 
C) Structural similarity index 
D) Siamese CNN

Maximal marginal relevance 
(image similarity)

Visual inspectors
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Assemble and  
lay out snippets

Computational pipeline

Extract content  
from collections

Select and rank  
bundle image content

Select and compress  
bundle text content
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Preprocess text Add back 
calendar yearsFilter keywords Select meta-data

Generate 
ordered list of 

keywords

Compress text content

Visual inspectors
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Computational pipeline

Extract content  
from collections

Select and rank  
bundle image content

Select and compress  
bundle text content

Assemble and  
lay out snippets
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Top-down design framework
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Result page

Snippet

Text

Images
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How many?  How big? How to display?

Result page

Snippet

Text

Images
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How many?  How big? How to display?

A) Grid B) Strip C) List D) Table E) Preview
Result page

Snippet

Text

Images
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How many?  How big? How to display?

A) Vertical B) Horizontal C) Table

A) Grid B) Strip C) List D) Table E) Preview

A) Variable size B) Fixed size/ratio

Result page

Snippet

Text

Images
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How many?  How big? How to display?
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How many?  How big? How to display?

A) Vertical B) Horizontal C) Table

Collage (+ carousel for overflow images)

A) Grid B) Strip C) List D) Table E) Preview

Font sizes, max. title length 
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How many?  How big? How to display?

A) Vertical B) Horizontal

Collage (+ carousel for overflow images)

A) Grid

Font sizes, max. title length 

B) Fit as many keywords as possible

Min. image size 

B) Fit as many images as possible

Title, meta-data, and keywords

B) Fixed size/ratio
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How many?  How big? How to display?

A) Vertical B) Horizontal

Collage (+ carousel for overflow images)

B) Strip

Font sizes, max. title length 

A) Show n keywords

Min. image size 

A) Show n images

Title, meta-data, and keywords

A) Variable size

Result page

Snippet

Text

Images
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Other page and snippet layouts
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A/B comparisons
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M. Oppermann and T. Munzner: “VizSnippets: Compressing Visualization Bundles Into Representative Previews for Browsing Visualization Collections” [under review]

Summary (VizSnippets)

‣ Key challenges and a top-down design 
framework pertaining to visualization snippets 

‣ A computational pipeline for the lossy 
compression of visualization bundles into 
snippets  

‣ A methodology for extensive visual inspection 
through random sampling

133
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